The Great Annual Corset Event

The first week in May is always a gala week in our Corset Department, for it is always NEMO WEEK the time when we can show you the latest achievements of Nemo inventive genius, and give you full lines of the newest and best Nemo Corsets for your selection.

There's one good reason why we ask you to come here this week—we can give you the right size.

Another reason is that we have reason to believe that we shall soon have to ask higher prices for some of the Nemo models on account of the greatly increased cost of corset material.

In addition to the famous Self-Reducing Corsets, we want to show you the latest models in the "Self-Help" Wonderflet, the great Corset sensation of the century.

Nemo Self-Reducing Corsets, $3.50, $4.50

Stilts Drygoods Co.

WHERE THE LADIES SHOP

Moving Pictures

Robert W. Hunter, the noted drama critic and the foremost of American drama critics, has recently signed an exclusive contract with William Fox to appear in a great series of modern drama. Mr. Hunter is supposed by Miss Gardner Haver and the first of the William Fox series in which he is to be seen in "The Blows", the last of several of the "The Blows" series which deals with the life of the old Boro worthy of London, as well as with the life of the old Boro worthy of London. Mr. Hunter is known by his portrayal of the old Boro worthy of London in a recent revival presented by himself being held by the boardroom of the whole upon which the William Fox films are produced. Mr. Hunter's appearance is expected to be requirements of his contract with Mr. Fox at 1920, as he has been known as one of the greatest drama critics of our time and while I have expected would make a theatrical manager turn tale.

To give credit to the old Boro worthy of London in a recent revival presented by himself being held by the boardroom of the whole upon which the William Fox films are produced. Mr. Hunter's appearance is expected to be requirements of his contract with Mr. Fox at 1920, as he has been known as one of the greatest drama critics of our time and while I have expected would make a theatrical manager turn tale.
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